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By Eryck Webb, Patrick Gerard

Pandemic Meme, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Patrick Gerard (illustrator).
254 x 178 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Like Kirby and
Morrison before them, Gerard and Webb share a dream of super-heroes with a practical use in
reality: to alter our minds so our minds can alter the world. -Tom Peyer (writer: BATMAN 66,
DEADPOOL TEAM-UP, assistant editor: THE SANDMAN, DOOM PATROL) FROM THE SMASH HIT
KICKSTARTER Joseph Danner is an existential physicist who sets out to acquire electromagnetic
super-powers in order to fix a broken world. But when he encounters the ancient Egyptian deity
Thoth inside a box designed for Schrodinger s cat, reality itself breaks! Now known as the costumed
Mister Solenoid, Danner teams with billionaire treasure hunter Vivian Von Valiant and an extra-
dimensional flying polar bear named Ulysses in a quest that sends them on a collision course with
space cowboys, techno-genies, and the cynical Doktor Bleak! This romantically deadpan love letter
high adventure comics is sure to boggle your imagination on every page. Writer and prize-winning
raconteur Patrick Gerard (in his feature comics debut) and illustrator Eryck Webb (LAKE MICHIGAN
BLUES, CARTEL) are joined by Dennis Culver...
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ReviewsReviews

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr. Blaze Runolfsson IV-- Dr. Blaze Runolfsson IV

Good e book and useful one. It really is simplistic but shocks in the 50 % of your book. Your way of life period will probably be convert the instant you total
reading this ebook.
-- Myah Williamson-- Myah Williamson
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